Raising the Level of Abstraction for Time-State Analytics With the Timeline Framework
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ABSTRACT

Across many domains, we observe a growing need for more complex time-state analytics, which entails context-sensitive stateful computations over continuously-evolving systems and user/machine states. For instance, in video distribution, we want to analyze the total time video sessions spend in a buffering state. We argue that modern data processing systems entail (a) high development time and complexity and (b) poor cost-performance tradeoffs, for such workloads. We make a case for a Timeline abstraction for serving this class of workloads. By raising the level of abstraction using Timelines, we can reduce development complexity and improve cost-performance tradeoffs. We demonstrate the early promise in a production-scale video analytics deployment. We posit that the Timeline abstraction is more generally applicable across domains and enables new opportunities for further research.

1 INTRODUCTION

Across many domains (e.g., content delivery, ad analytics, finance, datacenters, telecom, security), we observe the emergence of a class of data analysis requirements, which we refer to as time-state analytics, which requires modeling context-sensitive metrics computed over continuously-evolving state of a system of interest. More concretely, consider a video distribution scenario (Figure 1), where we want to check whether video sessions using a particular content delivery network (CDN) are having quality issues (e.g., long buffering stalls) [14]. Operators use such analysis to identify and mitigate user experience issues. As seen in Figure 1, computing metrics such as connection-induced rebuffering requires us to model the state of the player and the user to ignore buffering during initialization and after user seeks; i.e., model stateful behavior in context. Similar needs arise in financial (e.g., [11]) or security monitoring (e.g., [29]) applications where analyzing a sequence of transactions made over time can help identify fraud or compromised credentials.

Unfortunately, existing data processing systems, including streaming systems (e.g., [1, 2]), timeseries databases (e.g., [6]), SQL extensions (e.g., [5]), and batch systems (e.g., [12, 34]), are ill-equipped to address time-state analytics. Such approaches do not provide good abstractions for modeling processes evolving continuously over time. Consequently, while in theory such systems can tackle time-state analytics, in practice they entail poor cost-performance tradeoffs and involve significant development complexity. This leads to inefficient workarounds and complex code with semantic bugs, creating a technical barrier for analysts, as we will see in §2.

Figure 1: An illustrative example of the challenges of Time-State Analytics in video content distribution. The right-hand side shows how a Timeline mental model can help express this intent more naturally.

We argue the need to raise the level of abstraction to support time-state analytics workloads. Indeed, powerful abstractions for handling states and processes evolving continuously over time have been developed in other communities, including functional reactive programming (e.g., [27]), signal processing (e.g., [25]), and formal methods (e.g. [3]). We make an analogous observation here and propose a similar abstraction for data processing in the area of time-state analytics, which we call Timelines. The right-hand side of Figure 1 shows an example. At a high level, Timelines allow analysts to more directly model dynamic processes and express the requirements of time-state analytics, in contrast to conventional approaches such as streaming systems (e.g., [1]), timeseries databases (e.g., [6, 26]), and temporal extensions to SQL (e.g., [21, 24]).

By raising the level of abstraction and offering a more intuitive mental model, we can enable data analysts to write simple, succinct, and efficient queries.

We define a Timeline Algebra defining operations over three basic TimelineTypes: state transitions, discrete events, and numerical values. We show how existing workflows (e.g., SQL, Spark) can be extended to support these operations [1, 5, 8, 35]. As a proof of concept, we have implemented a Timeline workflow and run it in production at a large video analytics company. In comparison with the company’s earlier system, pilot deployments show a threefold reduction in cost, an order-of-magnitude decrease in development time, and near-zero semantic bugs. More importantly, it has enabled evolvability to support new use cases.

Looking forward, Timeline-based processing opens new opportunities and research questions. First, while prototyping Timeline as an overlay on existing platforms is already performant, pushing...
Figure 2: Contrasting classical analytics requirements and emerging time-state analytics

Timeline support deeper into the infrastructure can unleash further benefits. Second, the structure exposed by Timelines can enable cross-query optimizations that would be difficult, if not impossible, to realize using prior solutions. Third, the benefits of the Timeline abstraction can be generalized to many domains (e.g., finance, e-commerce, security). Finally, we can use Timelines to build user interfaces that lower the barrier of entry for data analysis.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we start with examples of Time-State Analytics that arise in diverse domains. Then, we delve deeper into a concrete scenario to highlight pain points with existing solutions.

Time-State Analytics Setting: We consider a general data processing setting, where we have a stream of raw updates associated with a timestamp, some metadata of interest (e.g., the user’s geolocation, device type), and some measurements. The analyst wants to query the data over some time window, and requests some summary of a stateful metric, computed over updates and measurements.

To make this concrete, we consider a few examples:

- **Video distribution** (e.g., [14]): What is the total rebuffing time of a session when using CDN1, ignoring buffering occurring within 5 seconds after a user seek?2 What is the session play time when using CDN1 and cellular networks?

- **IoT monitoring** (e.g., [22]): How long did a device spend in a “risky” state; i.e., continuously high battery temperature (≥ 60°C) and high memory usage (≥ 4GB) for ≥ 5 minutes?

- **Finance** (e.g., [11]): Did a credit card user make purchases at locations ≥ 20 miles apart within 10 mins of each other?

- **Cybersecurity** (e.g., [29]): Did an Android user send a lot of (≥ 100) DNS requests after visiting xyz.com in the last hour?

- **Mobile app monitoring** (e.g., [9]): Did an iPhone user quit advancing in a game when the ad took ≥ 5 seconds to load?

Figure 2 contrasts these types of queries, which we refer to as time-state analytics, from classical analytics over data streams. Traditional queries entail simple filtering and aggregation operations over direct measurements; e.g., average salary or average temperature over a sequence of events filtered by some subgroup of interest. In contrast, the above queries entail more complex analysis to model the state dynamics of the physical world to compute complex metrics as they evolve over continuous time, using the raw state updates. For most classical queries, the sequence and continuous time semantics are not critical; i.e., we can view the computations as operations over a set of updates. In contrast, time-state analytics needs to carefully model the continuous sequential evolution of the world states to compute context-sensitive metrics of interest.

To see this more clearly, let us delve deeper into Figure 1. We have a sequence of updates for a given video session: we see connection issues causing buffering, users initiating player seeks, and the player switching CDNs, among other updates. From these raw updates, we need to compute business-relevant metrics [14] such as the connection-induced rebuffering (CIR). These metrics are not directly expressed in the updates but need to be carefully computed by modeling the physical world state at each point in time. This requires stateful computations tracking and combining multiple states over points in time; e.g., track the state of the player (i.e., playing vs. buffering) and user actions over time, eliminate buffering induced by user events (e.g., player seek, init), and measure the duration when these conditions occur.

There is one additional aspect of time-state analytics workloads worth noting. Given the nature of operations in which such queries are used, they typically arise in an ad hoc manner during some analysis; e.g., CDN1 has low performance or some observation of anomalous user behaviors. These are not pre-written queries because the nature of anomalies or incidents cannot be predicted. Since queries are written on demand, the time to develop and debug the queries is also a critical consideration.

Existing frameworks and limitations: Taken together, the above characteristics of time-state analytics have fundamental implications for (a) development time and complexity and (b) cost vs. performance tradeoffs. To understand why, consider the simpler case (for ease of explanation) where the analyst is tasked with writing queries in a batch mode in an existing SQL- or Spark-like system. In reality, production systems for time-state analytics may need to run in a streaming model over updates [2]. Streaming will entail added complexity (e.g., semantics of event vs. processing time, windowing, view materialization) [2]. For ease of explanation, we focus on batch-like queries in this paper, noting that there are known approaches to bridge batch and streaming modes.

A canonical workflow here would be to store raw updates in a tabular format with the columns: (T, P, A, C) denoting respectively the event time, the player state, the user action, and the new CDN event corresponding to Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the typical mental model we have observed data analysts using for this query. (Note that the tabular mental model applies for both SQL and Spark.) Here, one starts with a table of discrete events. Discretely-evolving state is handled by window functions over this table, ordered by timestamp. The analyst starts with the raw event table and then selects the events of interest that occurred before the desired time. Then, the analyst proceeds to add some temporary data structures for tracking the state, and then has to express a duration computation, and finally tracks this duration metric per CDN.

Figure 4 shows a snippet of how this mental model translates into SQL and Spark (using the standard DataFrame API in Python). Just visually, this is quite messy; dealing with the state evolving continuously over time is hard. These complex code snippets are not merely hypothetical or contrived examples; these are adapted from actual code that data analysts used to write in production. Even modern extensions such as timeseries databases cannot support...
such stateful operations either; they primarily focus on efficient storage and simple numerical aggregations over measurements (e.g., [6, 26]). One might think the low-level stateful processing APIs provided by data processing systems such as Flink [8] and Dataflow [1] could help. Unfortunately, in our experience, these tend to make things worse for expressing such more complex and stateful query intents.2

Why existing frameworks fall short: The issue here is not that existing systems (e.g., SQL, Spark) are unable to express the logic for time-state analytics. Rather, they offer a low level of abstraction based on a tabular mental model which makes it hard, if not impossible, to write succinct, well-reasoned, and performant code for time-state analytics. We illustrate a few examples below:

2For brevity, we omit code samples for streaming queries.

![Figure 3: A typical contrived mental model that analysts need to use with traditional tabular data models (e.g., Spark, SQL)](image)

![Figure 4: Traditional SQL and Spark code for computing per-CDN buffering time from video data, adapted by actual examples data analysts wrote in production.](image)

- **Tracking state evolution**: Time-State Analytics require tracking and modeling stateful dynamics of the physical world. For instance, we need to check if a state “play” happened in the past. However, there is no natural support in existing frameworks, and this is expressed with cryptic clauses with max and when in line 10 in Figure 4b. Similarly, expressing state transitions is tedious; e.g., from line 12 to line 16 in Figure 4 we have a complex case clause to determine if the session is in a “buffering” state.

- **Computing time spent in states**: Another key requirement is to compute the duration spent in some state. With no natural operation, the Spark implementation uses overly complicated code like lines 28-32 and 34-35 in Figure 4b.

- **Evaluating a metric at a given point in time**: The tabular representation naturally tracks only those points in time that happen
to have updates, which usually do not coincide with the desired query points. To find the duration in the connection-induced rebuffering state up to a given time, the Spark code in lines 25, 27, and 33 in Figure 4b add an unnatural querying row at that point in time.

This complexity also has performance implications. For instance, executing a query requires multiple scans of the tabular data, adding intermediate columns and rows. This can get aggravated if we need finer time-resolution analysis as the number of rows increases linearly with the resolution using a tabular representation. Furthermore, supporting ad hoc queries is challenging as debugging such logic for correctness and performance before deployment is difficult. Finally, these problems are worsened (not shown) when we move to streaming realizations; i.e., the analysis will often want to calculate the modeled state at specific points in time, e.g., once per minute or once per hour. Since the table only captures the event time, not query time, it requires more hacks (e.g., adding dummy events to track query time, or discretizing time).

3 THE TIMELINE FRAMEWORK

The above discussion highlights that existing data processing frameworks lack the right abstractions for supporting the requirements of time-state analytics. Thus, we argue the need for identifying a better data model and data processing abstraction.

In this context, we draw inspiration from an observation in a classic paper by Fred Brooks: “Geometric abstractions are powerful tools [7].” Brooks argues that physical world systems work because designers can visualize layouts and identify problems. In contrast, the software is hard to visualize, and this hinders design [7]. While Brooks’ pessimism may be true for software systems in general, there are specific domains where such abstractions do exist and if have the potential to dramatically reduce system complexity.

Our contribution in this work lies in identifying a geometric abstraction specific to Time-State Analytics! Indeed, we already saw this in Figure 1 — human mental models for state machines and metrics over time have an intuitive temporal representation, which allows us to more naturally reason about state dynamics over continuous time. Figure 5 offers an alternative view, showing the equivalence between a hypothetical tabular view with infinitesimally small timestamps and an equivalent Timeline view. Each measurement column (M1-M3) exhibits one of three types of possible temporal behaviors: events appearing at discrete points in time, states changing over time in a step function like manner, or continuously-varying numerical values.

Given the Timeline mental model, writing queries to compute context-sensitive stateful metrics becomes intuitive geometric manipulations over Timeline types. Figure 6 shows a Timeline-based mental model for expressing the same query intent from §2. Logically, Timeline-based processing retains the DAG or pipeline abstraction from prior data processing systems (e.g., [1]) as seen in Figure 6. The key difference is a set of high-level Operators and TimelineTypes, where the data being transferred and modified between DAG nodes are Timelines rather than low-level data frames or tables. For instance, instead of the complexity of translating events into states and modeling the “duration-spent-in-state” semantics, the Timeline mental model is cleaner, compact, and naturally lends itself to more succinct code (see Figure 7b).

3.1 TimelineTypes and Operations

TimelineTypes: There are three natural ways for dynamic processes to vary over time, which we call the basic TimelineTypes:

- **StateDynamics**: This captures a state having a value at each point in continuous time but changing at discrete points; e.g., player state and CDN state in our example.
- **Numerical**: This captures values varying continuously over time that often arise as intermediate representations; e.g., the time spent in the connection-induced rebuffering state.
- **Event**: This captures a sequence of discrete events, e.g., user seek events, player state updates, and CDN updates. Each point in time has a collection of one or more event values.

**Timeline Operators**: Timeline operators enable analysts to declaratively specify computation over the Timeline objects. Table 1 describes a subset of these operators and their semantics. Logically, we can divide these operators into two classes: (1) generalizations of classical operators that operate pointwise on Timeline data but have natural analogs in a tabular/relational model; and (2) Timeline-unique operators that are challenging to express and/or implement in a tabular model. Each Timeline Operator also has a natural geometric interpretation for each of these Operators. Using these operators, we can more naturally express the processing logic required; e.g., in our example query using the TL_DURATIONWHERE and TL_HASEXISTEDWITHIN operations can simplify the query complexity of logical operations that were exceedingly complex to express in SQL and Spark.

3.2 Implementation and Integration

To use the Timeline data model in existing data-processing systems, we need to: (1) translate the events stored in the system’s original format to one or more Timelines; (2) apply user-specified Timeline Operators (such as those in Table 1); and (3) translate the resulting Timelines back into the original data format. In some

---

1. This set of three basic time-varying patterns is similar to prior work on functional reactive programming [10].
2. The TL prefix is just for visual ease of differentiating classical APIs from ours.
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(a) Refactored SQL

```sql
SELECT TL_DurationWithin("seek", 5s) FROM table WHERE time = col(‘t’) UNION
(SELECT TL_EvaluateAt(2022-07-21 10:05:00) FROM table) AS result;
```

(b) Refactored PySpark

```python
def heartbeat(timeline):
    return timeline.select(TL_DurationWithin("seek", 5s)).union(timeline.select(TL_EvaluateAt(2022-07-21 10:05:00))).collect()
```

Figure 7: Reformulating queries using Timeline Operators

Table 1: Some examples of basic Timeline Operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TL_HasExisted</td>
<td>A StateDynamics timeline of the cumulative OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL_HasExistedWithin</td>
<td>As TL_HasExisted, but reverts to False after a specified duration D without True values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL_LatestEventToState</td>
<td>A StateDynamics timeline of the latest event in a state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL_DurationWithin</td>
<td>A Numerical Timeline of the cumulative duration where the state was True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL_DurationInCurrentState</td>
<td>A Numerical Timeline of the duration since the last state change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: DAG of Producer, Operator, and Digester.

In our production system, we have implemented the Timeline data model and operations directly as an in-memory Scala library that operates only on Timelines. To expand the potential applicability, we sketch potential integrations with other analytics toolkits:

**Timeline + Spark:** A DataFrame can be converted to a Event Timeline, operated upon by Timeline Operators, and then converted back to a DataFrame. Since a Timeline can be viewed as a table with exactly one row per point in time (Figure 5), row-wise operations on DataFrames extend naturally to Timelines, and the API methods for Timelines look familiar to users of the DataFrame API. Figure 7b shows how we can significantly simplify the Spark-like code with new Timeline APIs for stateful and duration operators that were the bane of the native Spark code.

**Timeline + SQL:** Since Spark’s DataFrame is logically a table, our Timeline extension for SQL (syntactic details not presented due to space considerations) is semantically similar to that for Spark. Special keywords convert a table to a Timeline, SQL-like syntax applies Timeline Operators, and then a special digest keyword converts these points back to a table.5

---

5We do acknowledge that embedding Timeline operations in SQL violates a purist relational view. That said, modern SQL has itself pragmatically moved beyond a pure relational view and thus this departure is worth the practical benefits.
3.3 Potential Benefits

**Development time and complexity:** In many cases, analysts have some high-level intents, but the process of expressing them in low-level data analysis tools often leads to semantic or logical bugs. With Timeline, analysts have a much cleaner geometric/visual mental model for expressing intents. Thus, the time for them to reason about the logic of query intents can be significantly reduced, and thus reduces the potential for semantic bugs. Visually contrasting the code in Figure 7b with Figure 4 makes it plain that the code is much simpler and cleaner to reason about, fitting the geometric mental model of the query intent.

**Performance:** Using Timelines lends itself to structure- and semantic-aware optimizations in two related ways: in the memory footprint to store individual Timelines and the compute footprint required for Timeline operations. In a tabular representation, representing a time-varying phenomenon entails a row per timestamp or window [6]. Depending on the time resolution the size will vary. In contrast, since we know the temporal and type structures of the TimelineTypes we can use more natural encodings. Event objects naturally entail sparse encodings; i.e., instead of tracking whether events occurred at each timestamp/window, we only need to store when it occurs. For StateDynamics and Numerical objects, we define a span as an event time interval associated with either the value over that interval (for StateDynamics) or an encoding of its evolving numerical values (for Numerical). Then, StateDynamics and Numerical objects can be represented as a compact list of span elements rather than enumerating each timestamp/window.

Given such compact structures, we can implement semantic-aware operations efficiently over these encodings. We illustrate two (non-exhaustive) examples below:

- **Overlap-aware short-circuiting:** Consider the expression \( x \land y \). Evaluating this naively involves merge-sorting the spans of \( x \) and \( y \), then evaluating and on each interval between changes in \( x \) or \( y \). Once we have evaluated a False span covering another span, a cleverer implementation can skip the evaluation and merge-sort of the latter span.

- **State-aware short-circuiting:** Consider \( TL_HasExisted(x) \), which checks if a True value has occurred in Timeline \( x \). This stateful operation has a "sink" state: once we see a True in \( x \), the result is a constant. Instead of naively evaluating the operation over all the elements in \( x \), we can avoid computation after reaching the sink, producing a single span covering all time after that point.

4 EARLY PROMISE

We have implemented and run pilot Timeline systems in production: a batch system using Apache Spark and a streaming system based on Akka. The system receives raw event data from video players and uses Timelines to compute per-session metrics. Downstream, these metrics are stored in Apache Druid for efficient and flexible aggregation.6 Each day, the system processes ~ 50 billion events from 1 billion video sessions across 180 million devices.

We discuss early evidence of the benefits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Synthetic events of a video session, including player state change, user action, CDN, and network type.</td>
<td>2M state-change events. 30M state measurements at a time granularity of 100ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>A public device ops dataset [33], including battery, CPU, and memory states of IoT devices.</td>
<td>10M state measurements at a time granularity of 30 seconds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Description of datasets used for benchmarking

Figure 9: Comparing the normalized execution time on three queries of Timeline against legacy processing systems.

- **Development time and complexity:** Before using Timelines, we computed the same video session metrics in Apache Spark using procedural, event-driven code. Training developers to write new queries would take 6 months, and it would take weeks for a trained developer to write new intents reliably. Using Timelines, the time to train new hires dropped from months to weeks, and the time to support new queries dropped from weeks to days. Semantic bugs and inconsistencies across time granularities were common in the previous system, but dropped by >80%.

- **Cloud cost:** Our system needs to produce metrics at multiple time granularities to support diverse use cases that trade off points latency and efficiency. Supporting this with canonical systems required running separate instances of the same Spark code for each time granularity. Once created, Timelines make it simple to run queries at multiple granularities. Thus, it eliminates duplicated computation, reducing the cost by about 75%.

**Performance benchmarks:** For proprietary reasons, we are unable to show the performance of Timeline in a production workload. As a preliminary benchmark, we run the Video distribution and IoT monitoring queries defined in §2. The queries are written from scratch and using the datasets in Table 2. We execute the query on a Linux machine with 16GB RAM and limit all the baselines to use one CPU core. Figure 9 compares the normalized execution time of Timeline against Timescale [32], PostgreSQL, and Spark [5].

For the play time query, Timeline is 2.8×, 2.4× and 2.0× faster than Timescale, PostgreSQL, and Spark respectively. Compared to Timescale, all of PostgreSQL, Spark, and Timeline can operate on event-based inputs instead of a huge amount of state measurements per 100ms. Additionally, the efficient encodings and Timeline-specific optimizations make our prototype better than PostgreSQL and Spark. The performance gain becomes larger on the more complicated rebuffing time query: Timeline is 9.4×, 4.3×, and 2.6× faster than all the baselines respectively. For IoT monitoring query, since all of the methods are having the same input, Timescale becomes better than PostgreSQL and Spark. However, Timeline is still 33% faster than Timescale, because it has fewer operations by skipping the inputs if the current device is not in the "risky" state.

---

6The design of this aggregation layer to support spatio-temporal and subpopulation queries is outside the scope of this paper.
5 RELATED WORK

Our work is related to a number of prior efforts in the area of database systems, Big-Data processing, functional reactive programming, complex event processing, signal databases, and temporal modeling in formal methods. We discuss these how Timelines can build upon advances in these areas and how it complements these existing efforts.

**Batch processing systems:** Many modern Big-Data batch processing systems draw their lineage from Map-Reduce [12]. However, these systems largely inherit from the tabular mental model and do not offer good abstractions for time-state analytics. We envision Timeline based domain-specific extensions that sit atop these existing frameworks.

**Temporal extensions to SQL:** There have been prior attempts to add time semantics into SQL [30]. These proposals (e.g., TSQL2) still present a tabular model. In contrast, a Timeline represents each continuous time, simplifying stateful computations. Unlike TSQL2’s operations, the Timeline operations are explicitly not intended to be relational, but use Producers and Digesters as a translation layer. We believe this tradeoff is worth making for the benefits of this abstraction. In any case, given the growing importance of time-state analytics across many domains of data processing, we hope our work rekindles this discussion.

**Time series databases:** Timeseries Databases (e.g., [26, 32]) are mostly concerned with statistical aggregates and trend analysis over measurements rather than stateful computations. That said, many of their storage and encoding optimizations (e.g., compression) may be applicable to the design of Timelines-based backends.

**Complex event processing:** Our work falls within the broad class of prior work on Complex Event Processing (e.g., [13, 15, 19]). These efforts extended classical SQL to support flexible filters and patterns over event streams and applications to specific domains (e.g., RFID data). Our proposed SQL extensions can build on language design lessons from this literature. However, we believe that recasting event stream processing with a geometric Timeline abstraction offers a more intuitive mental model for data analysis that can enable us to express more complex context-sensitive tasks.

**Signal-oriented databases:** Our work is also related to prior work on the integration of sensor signal processing and database systems (e.g., [18, 25]). The primary focus of these efforts was in creating unified frameworks for merging signal processing oriented functions (e.g., Fourier Analysis) and classical relational queries. We share the observation and motivation that in many domains of data processing purely relational models are not ideal. However, the kinds of context-sensitive stateful analytics we envision in our target workloads is different from signal processing functions specific to sensor processing.

**Functional reactive programming:** In terms of high-level abstractions, our work is also related to work in the programming language community on Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) (e.g., [10, 23, 27, 28]). These systems were largely driven by applications in the computer graphics, user interface design, and robotics domains. The concept of Timeline is conceptually similar to the notion of a “Signal” mapping time-to-values and our Operators are analogous to Signal Functions in the FRP literature. There are some recent efforts to apply these in the context of Big-Data processing as well (e.g., [31]). Our work can both inform and build on abstractions and API design lessons in this literature.

**Temporal Logic and Formal Methods:** Our work on stateful and temporal processing is also related to efforts in the formal methods literature (e.g., [3, 24]). An interesting direction of future work is using some of these efforts for formal verification and analysis of query intents expressed using Timeline Operators.

**Optimizations:** Prior efforts have identified optimizations for stream processing (e.g., [20] and functional reactive programming (e.g., [10, 28]). An exciting direction of future work is to explore these opportunities on top of the Timeline framework.

6 FUTURE OUTLOOK

**Generality:** Our early wins have been in video analytics. We posit that the Timeline abstraction has broader applications. An interesting direction is exploring how the Timeline framework can be extended to support future domains (§2); e.g., do we need more TimelineTypes, Operators, and so on.

**Performance optimizations:** Our prototype is built atop existing streaming and batch systems. Looking forward, we envision further improvements by adopting a native support of Timeline spanning the language and the compute/storage layer.

**User interfaces:** We envision a natural visual or graphical query interface to users as seen in Figure 6. This would enable “no-code” approaches that lower the barrier of entry to express complex analysis and make the benefits of Timeline available to non-programmers.
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